Abstract-Database principle is quite an important elementary course in education technology, and the question how to guide students to effectively learn it has been puzzling teachers all the time. In response to this phenomenon, this paper describes that with the support of the IT environment, teachers break the traditional teaching methods and students change the old learning modes. With their role exchanging, the teaching and learning efficiency can be highly improved. We present an idea that, students are dominating and teachers are coaching. With teachers' guiding, inspiration and task-driving, students would use the innovative teaching modes combined with autonomic learning and collaborative learning to achieve great teamwork spirit and explore ability.
INTRODUCTION
Information technology advances with each passing day.
In recent years, new things like cloud technology, microblog, Vsins, intelligent devices and mobile office applications are emerging in endlessly, so it is easy for us to realize that information technology is working in all aspects of the society. And obviously, it has influence on the teaching and learning of college courses. How to use information resources to improve the teaching quality and learning effect is a subject worthy of study. Author adopts the innovative teaching mode on the Educational Technology major students in the Qujing Normal University. Observation shows that the effect is much better than the traditional one.
Students' manipulative ability and teamwork spirit are highly improved. More importantly, they are able to do independent thinking when facing new problems. They consult relevant literatures and work cooperatively with other students, which, in our opinion, are the key for applied talents.
II.

TRADITIONAL TEACHING METHODS AND THE EXISTING PROBLEMS
Database is a significant elementary course in college professions, and many universities regard it as a required course. The basic knowledge of database is playing a pivotal role in the information society, teachers, students and people engaged in the information technology construction shall master it. However, according to author's survey on the database course implementation in Qujing Normal
University as well as related domestic teaching materials, he found that there are common problems in the database teaching process.
A.
Teaching content is not keeping pace with the times
The author has been teaching database course for more than ten years. He analyzes domestic universities and discovers that the teaching materials on the field are relatively inflexible. Materials would be updated every five years or so, but the update rate is quite slow, so they are not matching the database technology development. Most of the teachers are teaching according to the textbook step by step, and are not keeping abreast of new developments in database technology. Students trained like this cannot meet the needs of the developing information society.
B.
Evaluation mode is holding their potential back
All the while, database course evaluates students using written examinations. But it was found that, some students get good results with no real grasp of database knowledge, but some students fail their exams although they are very familiar with the basic principles and apply them to the actual projects. So, seeing this phenomenon from any aspect, we think it is extremely unreasonable. Thus, we need to reform the assessment methods. We shall individualize assessment according to specific conditions, and try to test their comprehensive knowledge. In this way, we can objectively get the full and real assessments.
C.
The teaching methods seriously hinders students' learning motivation
Usually, teachers use the same teaching methods as other theoretical courses. Generally they organize teaching like: concept-7example-7 practice, thus, students accept and master the basic course knowledge [I] passively. So that students cannot fully understand what they learn. When it comes to tests, they totally rely on memory or speculative ways. When it comes to actual database design, they would be completely at a loss. The vast majority of teachers teach using lectures. Standing on the platform, they explain and instruct knowledge to students bit by bit. Students would only passively follow the teachers' instruction and take notes, read their favorite books or some students even do not listen in class. In this condition, classroom discipline is out of order, teachers and students do things in their own way, teaching effect is terrible, and students don't have room for active learning.
D. Theory and practical link is disjointed
The purpose of database technology development is for better application. Database technology is a very practical course, and it is closely related to the information systems of applications into educational resources, so students will know the development trend and the application. Search for the demonstration lesson and quality course website of similar curriculum in major universities at home and abroad, so students can learn these high-quality education resources through internet anytime and anywhere, so as to share worldwide educational resources.
B.
Implement the teaching idea of "students are dominating and teachers are coaching"
Under the IT environment, teaching mode changes.
Teachers are no longer simple knowledge initiator, but course designer, teaching environment creator, student learning supervisor, learning process instructor, learning effect valuator and learning potential detective [2] . Teachers shall give up the traditional indoctrination teaching model, coach and inspire them in learning. The new teaching model shall be student-centered. Ideally, teachers raise questions in advance, so that students do group discussion and idea exchange, learn from each other, and work out innovative solutions together. Then, teachers review, let students summarize their achievements and shortcomings, and understand their future learning direction. During this process, teachers guide students and stimulate students 'desire for knowledge, but ensure that they are not daunted. Timely, they solve the problems in the students' learning process and guide and plan for students in their uncharted territory.
C.
Task-driving and inquiry learning
WebQuest model is proved to have commendable learning effect. Taking database curriculum as an example, teachers make assignments at the beginning of the course.
Task categories can be diverse and including all difficulty levels so students with different abilities can choose suitable ones for themselves. However, the essential requirement is not to copy, but can only acquire through inquiry learning, otherwise the results would be invalid. Let the students learn WebQuest mode on their own, and carry it out according to the operation instruction. WebQuest has five basic principles:
F-find wonderful website; O-organize your learners and learning resources effectively; C-students consider; U-use media; S-provide scaffolding [3] for high learning expectations. Adopting Web Quest model for inquiry learning is not to let give them up but to provide more demands.
Students have clear motivation, use cognitive psychology and constructivism ideas, and also adopt collaborative learning. However, teachers shall observe the problems of their performance in the complex process, and correct their mistakes promptly. Task-driving and inquiry learning are not new ideas, the key is to design rational tasks and ensure full implementation. teachers should have evaluation criteria and evaluation system. When student do online learning using of network courses, teachers shall communicate, answer students' questions, supervise and help students to complete the learning task. Also, students can prepare in advance, explain the contents of their own learning in the class, teacher sum up after the students discussed about it. In this way, we can have a clear learning test, and a practice of students' presentation skill. In the autonomous learning model, students changed from the passive role into the active role.
With the teachers' guidance, they identify learning objectives, grasp the learning progress and complete exercises until the final completion of the assessment. Most importantly, they have a chance to form active learning attitude and habit [41.
Autonomous learning gives students enormous free space, so they can develop learning program according to their actual condition. They can work with each other, discuss and help each to solve the problems through the combination of theory and practice. Furthermore, they can learn new knowledge together with teachers. Under this circumstance, both students' learning ability and the teaching quality can be highly enhanced.
IV.
CONCLUSION
Improving the teaching quality and learning effect is a complicated project which cannot be done overnight, or by simple teaching reform or learning method developing. This paper starts from the existing problems of the traditional teaching methods, and analyzes the adverse impact of these problems. And then discusses how to take advantage of mature technologies and tools to build a foundation for innovative teaching and inquiry learning, and analyze the teaching effectiveness of innovative models. Admittedly, these teaching innovative methods cannot be used mechanically, and is not suitable for every single student. So we should operate it according to the actual situation of the students, a have a definite purpose. But these ideas have much in common, and have some merits in conducting practical teaching. So we believe it can provide reference for other courses teaching innovation.
